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Art in Historical Context 
 

 I believe that a viewer’s appreciation of a work of art can change dramatically 

depending on the artist’s motivations, the historical context, and the audience response.  

Eva and Franco Mattes’ work “Catt” is an example of artists using sociocultural critique 

as a deliberate element of their work.  The inspiration for the piece came from an artist 

friend suggesting that an artist is someone who has a “vision or inspiration that other 

people do not have”;1 “Catt” was conceived as a rebuttal to that notion, taking an image 

from a trashy, ephemeral form of visual media and turning it into a piece “by” the well-

respected artist Maurizio Cattelan.2 

Here, one context was created when viewers saw the work presented in a 

reputable art gallery attributed to a well-known and established artist, but another context 

became apparent once Franco and Eva revealed their deception. Should a single piece of 

art lose its value because a “high art” artist didn’t create it with a particular intent?  Is the 

value in the work, concept, or in who the creator is? 

 Recently, I saw an art exhibition by the contemporary artist Tabaimo at the Asian 

Art Museum in Seattle. Tabaimo is known for creating immersive, video screen-heavy 

installations. In her exhibition “Utsutsushi Utsushi”, Tabaimo studied certain ancient art 

                                                
1 Ian Youngs, "Art Stunts Deliver Reality Check", BBC News, June 9, 2011, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-13710202. 
2 Eva Mattes and Franco Mattes, "New Sculpture By Cattelan Turns Out To Be An  
Art Prank", Eva And Franco Mattes, 2017, accessed August 3, 
http://0100101110101101.org/new-sculpture-by-cattelan-turns-out-to-be-an-art-prank/. 
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pieces at the museum, then created her own art based on her impressions. For instance, 

after seeing a pair of wood hinged cabinets at the 

museum, Tabaimo created an animated video 

where the cabinets opened and closed, revealing 

differences beneath their apparently identical 

exteriors: towels that sprouted humanlike arms, 

cephalopods crawling around, and hallways that 

replaced the insides of the cabinets.  The museum 

presented the actual cabinets and video cabinets 

on opposite sides of a wall, as if representing the 

inner reality behind the physical artifacts.  If a viewer were to see the original cabinets 

alone without any historical context, they may be able to appreciate them from an 

aesthetic perspective, but their appreciation will be deeper if it comes with the knowledge 

that the cabinets were created in the 16th century.  For me, the addition of Tabaimo’s 

video added another layer of appreciation. The cabinets were no longer just cabinets; they 

became full entities imbued with mystery and personality.  

I found later that the piece was 

inspired by how Tabaimo thought of the 

cabinets as characters, a pair of twins. In 

her words, “When you see a pair of 

twins, you don’t notice the difference 

between them right off the bat; however, 

when you spend time with them, you 
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start noticing details which indicate that they are two different people. Those small 

differences, those details, are what I wanted to depict.”3  Taking this piece into the 

context of the rest of her works, I could see an overarching theme: discovering the hidden 

qualities within objects, people, and situations. With Tabaimo’s work, I feel that the more 

context I learn about her inspirations and concepts, the more profound my appreciation 

for her work becomes.  If I had seen the video of the cabinets on its own, unconnected to 

the original historical piece, or even her insight about twins, the experience would have 

been more superficial.   

 In summary, I believe that social, political, historical, and personal contexts do 

have important roles to play when it comes to the ultimate value and appreciation of 

artworks. The “Catt” prank has still-relevant points to make on what the art establishment 

accepts as being “great art”, and the baggage that viewers bring with them when they 

view works of art.  Viewers of art often have the option of choosing to know or not know 

the context of a work; while appreciation can be gained both ways, I believe the more one 

seeks, the more one finds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
3 "Tabaimo On Her Exhibition, "Utsutsushi Utsushi" At Asian Art Museum", Seattle Art 
Museum, 2016, Seattle Art Museum, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_9eRLibjI8. 
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